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Lux Mundi is a live visual music performance.

Taking patrimonial architecture as a canvas, it transforms 
its surroundings into a container for the abstract language 
of light and music. Lux Mundi links heritage, contempo-
rary music and lighting design into a single and intense 

experience.

Built around the ideas of  emergence, duality and conver-
gence, Lux Mundi deploys through 3 short acts represen-

ting this ideas.

�e Music Score

�e show is driven by a live ensemble of musicians, accompanied by 
an electronic music soundtrack. Both sonorities interlink together 

seamlessly, bringing together a contemporary music piece which feels 
both classical and avant-garde. 

�e music has been composed speci�cally for the show, making sure 
that every passage has its tight visual representation. A lot of time and 

e�ort has been invested in creating a score that can be attractively 
translated into a light choreography.

�e musicians ensemble can vary from a string quartet to a small 
orchestra, and it is performed by local musicians.  We love to collabo-
rate with the local ensemble, sharing, studying and arranging the score 

together, as well as directing the rehearsals some days in advance.

�e Light Choreography

Lux Mundi (latin for “�e Light of the World) unfolds its full power as a light 
show. �e three acts that give form to the performance integrate di�erent uses 

of the light instruments, and have di�erent characters in what it re�ers to 
chromatism, dynamism and geometry.

�e most important aim of the lighting sequences is to breathe new life into 
the architecture. By illuminating, pro�ling and highlighting di�erent aspects of 

the construction and its elements, architecture can be seen under a new light.

At the same time, light is understood as the visual representation of music. 
Having analyzed the score carefully, a set of dynamic lighting e�ects have been 
designed in such a way that match perfectly what happens at the sound level. 
Every single rhythm, harmony and pause has been re-interpreted using light, 

becoming the visual instrument of this audiovisual orchestra. 

Lux Mundi makes use of wash RGB light to illuminate walls and architectural 
surfaces; parallel beams to create �oating geometries in the atmosphere, as well 
as to highlight decorative elements of the architecture; and a laser scanner to 

create complex solid light surfaces and ethereal geometries.

Development process

Lux Mundi is possible thanks to a speci�c so�ware 
development process. Most of the tools used for the 

creation and live triggering of the show have been 
developed or modi�ed by our team.

From lighting design and simulation tools, to algorith-
mic music composition engines have been created 

speci�cally for this show, giving as a result a unique 
performance that would be very di�cult to create 

using commercially available tools. 
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Images

A selection of images from the show held at the 
Manresa gothic Basilica as the closing act for 

the Cultural Capitality of Catalonia
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Light tech plan



Materials list (provided by the organization) Materials list (provided by Playmodes)

Light Fixtures and structures

20x Clay Paky Sharpy or Robe Pointe light beams
24x RGB LED Par 300w
17x 1000w RGB architectural wash
4x 750w incandescent spot lights
4x MDG Atmosphere Haze machines
1x 20w ILDA laser scanner 40kpps
16x 4m truss columns
1x 8m telescopic tower
1x Ethernet wire from control to laser

3x Mac Computers
1x Etherdream ILDA DAC
1x Artnet Interface 4 universe
1x Sound Card

Team (Playmodes)

1x Musical Director (coming 4 days in advance)
1x So�ware engineer (coming 2 days in advance)
1x Content designer (coming 2 days in advance)

Team (local)

1x live audio mixing operator
1x live lighting desk operator 

Sound System

6x Speakers sized for the venue in a triple stereo setup
2x 21’’ Subwoofers with frequency response down to 32hz
1x Midas M32
Microphone system for the musicians(amount and charac-
teristics of the microphones depending on the ensemble)
Monitoring headphones for the musicians
Score stands with small light



Additional notes

Regarding music:

�e music ensemble has to be scouted localy. It can range 
from a string quartet to a small orchestra. 

�e music ensemble will be provided with the score some 
weeks in advance, to start a discussion about possible 
doubts or needed arrangements.

A general rehearsal with the music ensemble is to be made 
the day before the opening

A musical director from our team will come 3 days before 
the general rehearsal to direct the rehearsals with musi-
cians. A rehearsal space might be needed if the gig venue is 
not available.

Regarding tech:

A minimum of 1 full day and night is needed to make 
adjustments, once the hardware setup is done.

�e microphone models and amount needs to be discus-
sed with the technicians and providers once the scale of 
the music ensemble is de�ned

�e speaker system needs to be discussed with the techni-
cians and providers in order to match the space

A counter-rider is requested to make sure it �ts the needs 
of the project



+ info:

Eduard Llorens
www.playmodes.com

tel. + 34 636 924 581
info@playmodes.com


